AWARD TOTAL: $2,510,003

Dr. Janis McKay, Dean

Art Design and History

Professor Annie Buckley cont.
National Endowment for the Arts: “Prison Arts Collective: Research and Evaluation,” $65,000

Hospitality and Tourism Management

Communication

Mr. James Brown
Total: $18,000
California Arts Council: “International Friendship Park,” $18,000

Professionals Annie Buckley
Total: $1,005,672
Anti-Recidivism Coalition (ARC): “2022 Title II Grant Program,” $15,000
California Department of Corrections: “Prison Arts Collective: Community-building through Transformative Arts,” $122,564; and “Prison Arts Collective: Facilitator Training Program,” $146,166

Music and Dance

Dr. Kevin Delgado
Total: $116,511
University of California Office of the President: “Southern Counties California Arts Project (SouthCAP) California Subject Matter Projects (CSMP) 2022-2025,” $116,511

Dr. Rachael Record
Total: $359,359
California Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program: “Testing Persuasive Anti-tobacco Messages for California’s Tobacco Endgame Among Diverse and Underserved Communities,” $237,969; and “Thirdhand Smoke Research Consortium: Messaging for Priority Populations,” $121,390

San Diego State University: “California State University Hospitality and Tourism Alliance,” $130,000

Mr. Carl Winston
Total: $130,000

Dr. Lourdes Martinez
Total: $47,882
Indiana University: “Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) Information on Social Media,” $47,882

Dr. Chuyun Oh
Total: $57,414
Academy of Korean Studies: “K-pop Dance Education,” $12,820; and “K-pop Dance: Fandoming Yourself on Social Media,” $21,138


Texas Christian University: “K-pop Dance Keynote Speech,” $1,300

University of California at Berkeley: “K-pop Dance (Colloquium Series and Graduate Seminar),” $1,656

Prison Arts Collective (PAC) participants from California Institution for Women, PAC teaching artists, and Professor Annie Buckley (PI) pose in front of their mandala creation, made from organic materials. Photo credit: Peter Merts.
K-pop cover dance group Lalary as guest artists at Dr. Chuyun Oh’s (center) K-pop Dance course at CSU Summer Arts in Fresno, 2023. Photo courtesy of Chuyun Oh.

**Public Affairs**

**Dr. Bruce Appleyard and Dr. Vinod Sasidharan**

*Total: $100,000*

The San Diego Foundation: "Coastal and Climate Resiliency Education & Action Initiative for a Cali-Baja Sustainable Paradise," $100,000

**Dr. Bruce Appleyard and Dr. Madison Swayne**

*Total: $75,000*

San Jose State University Foundation: "Right Turn on Red Study," $75,000

**Dr. Anna Kim**

*Total: $50,000*

Protecting Immigrant Families: "Local Tables Partnerships: Protecting Immigrant Families in Atlanta, Des Moines and Philadelphia," $50,000

**Dr. Alan Mobley**

*Total: $6,250*

Cal Poly Pomona Foundation Inc.: “Project Rebound Mentorship Program,” $6,250